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She puts her pen down—but it wasn’t only her who was giving up. She was
being accompanied by an entire other being—a being whose life had
meaning, purpose and fire, but that fire turned out to do more harm than
good.
She, too, is a mother. And no one would ever be able to find a mother as
kind, compassionate, protective and selfless as her.
Just like this other being, the one who put down her pen closed her eyes
—just for a minute.
What could happen in a minute? Nothing, right?
Or so they thought.

Los Angeles

One second past 6. One second late. All I had to do was cross the finish line
a second early. I looked at the crowd rise, cheering for the winner. I had
dreamt of this exact scenario, except I was the one receiving all the
applause. I had repeated this scene—this very scene—again and again in
my head.
One second is all it took to visualize my dreams falling apart. The tears
in my eyes were taken aback by the hatred I was feeling, the anger surging
through my veins, forcing my body to move around, and limiting my
mind’s focus to this sudden energy in me.
I had never thought of myself as a violent person up until then. I knew
what I was about to do would have severe consequences—I did it anyway.
Now that I look at the blood dripping from my clenched fists, I feel so
many emotions that my eyes feel blinded: pain, fear, anger, sorrow and
disappointment.
I never knew I could feel so much in one second.
I look at myself. Then, I hear a deafening sound—like a bomb had
exploded right beside me.

Sydney

Everything was okay a second ago.
It was a normal fair in a small town, filled with normal people who had
little ambition. There was a huge Ferris wheel, a few cotton candy sellers
and many more lovesick teenagers who shyly locked eyes every few
seconds.
Then, there was that sound—as if a trumpet that had grown in me went
off inside my ears.
There was some confusion, but now everyone’s looking at the sky. The
otherwise blue sky turns a shade of white; the kind of white that a bride
wears at her wedding, showing off her glow and joy.
Maybe this is a unison of beauty and destruction. Or maybe it isn’t.
Maybe this is just another after—effect of humankind and man’s undying
thirst for endless power and ambition. Maybe this is how our planet has its
first alien invasion.
The people’s faces witness an exclaiming change from horror to
wonder.
What is going on?

Seychelles

I looked down from the terrace. “This is it. This is how it ends.” I
emphasized on the “ends”. I took a deep breath. I looked down again.
Now, I’m looking at the sky. No, I didn’t jump. I look at the sky as it
morphs from blue to white, the way each human morphs from what society
expects them to be to what they want to be. It seems like nature herself is
showing her true colors—first that scary sound, and now this.
I notice how there are no clouds in the sky anymore. The white is all
over the sky, and it seems like it is mourning for the loss of…..the loss
of….humanity, I guess. Or maybe just reality.
How am I supposed to know?
Just a few seconds ago, I was about to mix with the soil; but I am alive,
witnessing what probably will be a mystery for the rest of my life.
Is it worth it?
Does it matter?

Buenos Aires

Growing up, I never thought I would be able to give birth to another human
being. I always thought I would die heirless and alone.
The second this human came out of me, I felt my body elate, as if the
universe was lauding me for my underappreciated feat.
Now, as I look into her eyes, I realize that I will die heirless; but at least
I helped some strangers have a family of their own. When she came out of
my body, I felt alienated. When I’m holding her, I feel special. Now that I
realize she is not mine and that I probably will never see her again, I find it
difficult to remind myself that some things are simply out of my control.
I look outside my window, only to see the strange, white sky. It feels
like I’m staring into the abyss—it is beautiful. Maybe this is the birth of
something bigger than us.
I really hope it is—these tears aren’t for nothing, right?
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